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Larger Embroidery Field
It’s the largest embroidery area we’ve ever 
included on an embroidery-only machine! With 
an embroidery field of 7.9” X 14”, you will get 
those bigger projects done faster. 

Redesigned Hoop Clamps
Hooping your large embroidery projects just 
became easier with newly redesigned hoop 
clamps on the included RE36b hoop. Created 
with two settings, you can insert the inner hoop 
and set the clamp at a half-way point, enabling 
you to make sure your fabric is in the correct 
position. Then easily press the two clamps all 
the way into place to completely stabilize your 
fabric.  

Plenty of Hoop Sizes
With four standard hoops included (RE36b: 
7.9” x 14”, SQ20b: 7.9” x 7.9”, RE20b: 5.5” x 7.9”, 
SQ14b: 5.5” x 5.5”) and four optional hoops 
available (RE28b: 7.9” x 11”, RE10b: 1.5” x 5.5”, 
Hat Hoop HH10b: 1.5”x 3.5” and the AcuFil hoop 
ASQ18b: 7.2” x 7.2”), you will have all of your 
embroidery needs covered.

Big Projects, Big Support
Even though the 550E has one of the industry’s 
largest work spaces at 16 ¼” X 11 5/8”, with 
the extra wide extension table as a standard 
accessory, that your embroidery projects are 
always properly supported.

Programmable Speed Meets your Needs
Embroidery projects can have different needs 
depending upon thread used and density 
of stitch. The 550E is able to work with any 
conditions by simply changing your embroidery 
sewing speed in the easy to access Settings 
Menu. Go slower with metallic threads 
(400spm) or take it to the max (860spm) when 
filling in a large area with less finicky threads. 

Anti-Kink Thread Device
Speaking of metallic threads…It’s in their nature 
to twist and kink up, causing thread breakage 
at any given moment. The 550E provides the 
help you need to prevent this from occurring. 
Simply thread the metallic thread through the 
hole in the anti-kink thread guide and thread 
breakage will be a thing of the past.

Full Color, On-Screen Editing
See your design in full clarity 
on our 5” full color LCD 
touchscreen. On-screen editing 
functions include enlarge/
reduce, rotate, flip, drag and 
drop, arcing, combine, copy and 
paste, grouping, corner layout, 
single color sewing, and zoom. 
An improved Graphic User 
Interface means editing icons 
and machine navigation are 
more intuitive than ever.

Designs to Fit Your Life
With 180 built-in embroidery designs like 
Sashiko, wedding motifs, in-the-hoop 
monsters and more, there is something for 
everyone in your life. Add in 6 fonts, 2 and 
3- letter monogramming and you have your 
personalization needs covered.
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Major Brands of Thread Covered
Even though you’re in charge of what thread 
goes into the machine, it’s nice to know what 
thread color is recommended for each step. 
Because of this, the 550E includes the ten 
major brands of embroidery threads. Select 
from Madiera, Mettler, Robison-Anton and more.

Easy Import of Embroidery Designs
The 550E can import .JEF and .DST designs 
that fit into our hoops. Load up your USB 
stick and insert it into the convenient USB 
port located on the machine. With a maximum 
of 200,000 stitches per design, accessing 
beautiful embroidery for your projects is as 
simple as can be!

Bobbin Thread Sensor
Every time you change the upper thread on 
the 550E, the bobbin sensor will monitor the 
remaining thread and let you know if you have 
enough to proceed to the section of your 
design. You can set the bobbin sensor too, so 
that you can decide when you want to receive 
the message.

Resume Mode
Whether it’s the end of a long day of sewing 
and embroidery or a power outage, your 550E 
may be shut off in the middle of an embroidery 
design. No worries! As soon as you turn the 
machine back on, it will ask you if you want 
to resume your design and you’re all set to go 
again.

Automatic Thread Cutter
As the 550E transitions from one thread color 
to the next, the machine will automatically cut 
the upper and bobbin threads, so that you can 
easily re-thread and move on to the next color.

Programmable Jump Thread Trimming
Depending upon the type of embroidery you 
are doing, you may not always want the jump 
threads to be cut in between sections. Or, you 
may decide that you want more or less space 
in between thread trims. The choice is yours. 
The 550E gives you the control to make the 
necessary adjustments to fit your needs.


